Omicron Delta Kappa is an intentionally multi-generational honor society that recognizes and celebrates leaders of distinction.

**OΔK LEADERSHIP VALUES**

Collaboration ✦ Inclusivity ✦ Integrity ✦ Scholarship ✦ Service

**WHAT ARE THE REASONS TO JOIN?**

♦ To be recognized with prestigious honors
♦ To be celebrated as a leader of distinction
♦ To become connected to a national network

**OΔK Facts**

- Legacy: OΔK is the oldest national leadership honor society with more than 350,000 members
- Circles (chapters): more than 300 circles of record across the country
- Lifetime: One-time $94 fee for a lifetime of benefits
- Prestige: OΔK is member of the Honor Society Caucus with the most prestigious honor societies: Phi Beta Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi, and Sigma Xi

**Join OΔK!**